2002 trailblazer starter location

The automotive wiring harness in a Chevrolet Trailblazer is becoming increasing more
complicated and more difficult to identify due to the installation of more advanced automotive
electrical wiring. One of the most difficult jobs is figuring out where wiring for remote start,
remote starter, remote vehicle starter, remote car starter, remote auto starter, remote
automotive starter, remote auto starter or remote start module should be connected to on your
Chevrolet Trailblazer. The Modified Life staff has taken every Chevrolet Trailblazer remote start
wiring diagram, Chevrolet Trailblazer remote start wireing diagram, Chevrolet Trailblazer remote
starter wiring diagram, Chevrolet Trailblazer remote starter diagram, Chevrolet Trailblazer wiring
for remote start, Chevrolet Trailblazer remote start wire diagram, Chevrolet Trailblazer remote
starter wiring diagram, Chevrolet Trailblazer remote start install diagram and cataloged them
online for use by our visitors for free. Our remote start wiring schematics allow you to enjoy
remote car starting for an air conditioned cabin in the summer and remote vehicle starting for a
warm interior in the winter. Stop spending countless hours trying to figure out which remote
start wires go to which Chevrolet Trailblazer electrical module or automotive harness. Use of
the Chevrolet Trailblazer wiring diagram is at your own risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors
and diagrams before applying any information found here to your Chevrolet Trailblazer. If you
would like to help the Modified Life community by adding any missing Chevrolet Trailblazer
information or adding a new remote car starter wiring schematic to our resource, please feel
free and post it at the bottom of this page. Your email address will not be published. Skip to
content. Adding More Information If you would like to help the Modified Life community by
adding any missing Chevrolet Trailblazer information or adding a new remote car starter wiring
schematic to our resource, please feel free and post it at the bottom of this page. Leave a
Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by
ModifiedLife. Forums Search forums. What's New Latest activity. Members Registered members
Current visitors. Memberships Help offset the costs of running our community. We appreciate
any contributions! Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Search
forums. Log in. Install the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not
display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser.
Thread starter asusma Start date Jan 13, I'm new to this site and I apologize if I am posting in
the wrong place. I had done some research on this site and did not come across anything
similar to my issue. I had never experienced this issue before but here it goes. I went to start my
TB today and when I turned the key on, everything works as usual, the gauges work, lights work
radio and the rest. When I turn the key to crank the vehicle, nothing happens. The starter does
not turn over and nothing happens. I will try and upload a video to illustrate this. You're in a
good spot. Can you hear any clicking under the hood at the fuse block?? Typically, in order of
frequency, what fails most often is the ignition switch, next the starter, finally the starter ralay or
the fuse feeding the starter relay. Do you have a meter and some electrical troubleshooting
experience? You should locate discussions pretty easily about "failure to crank" or "changing
ignition switch". Thanks for the quick response. There is no clicking, the rapid clicking that I
have heard before when trying to start a vehicle with a dead battery, if that is the clicking your
talking about. No noises what so ever. One thing that I do recall when starting the vehicle, and I
could be wrong, is that the gauges specifically i can remember the odometer and speedometer
would go to max then back to its starting position, it does not do that here. Ive looked at the
voltage on the dash as i crank, but it does not seem to drop down, but i am not sure if this is a
good indicator. I did attempt to jump start the car, just to rule out weather the battery was bad or
not and still end up with the same result of nothing happening. Is there an easy way to rule out
the ignition switch over the starter? I would hate it to be the starter. I did come across a video
that referred to the starter relay, what the individual did was place a jump wire from 87 to 30
while the key was in the on position which led to the starter turning over. I will give that a shot
and will also look into the discussions you recommended. IF so to where? IF this is indeed an
accurate view of the meter, then even trying to boost this system might be futile as the battery
load on the booster "mate" would like be to great to help. Anyways, you didn't answer my
question about what your dash meter reads when you just leave your key in ON. In terms of a
multimeter reading, just take a reading with the vehicle just sitting there ie. If you want, there
after, take a reading with your head lights on and compare the two. That should tell you
something about the state of your battery. IF its good, then you can move on to other areas I did
notice on first try, about 9 seconds into video the volt meter looks like it got up to near 12 v. If
batt stays holds at 12v when trying to start here's a pic to help chase things down. I would
check easy things first. Need to know if relay 47 is picking, may take two people, one holding
the relay to feel activity. If 47 picks could be starter solinoid , corroded cables, battery.. Relay 47
is the same part number of the one next to it that feeds to porwetrain. And you can verify

voltages with a meter at the fuses with a pointed meter probe. EG to test ignition switch hold
key in start and fuse 11 should have 12v on each side of the metal tabs on the top of the fuse.. If
this it to complex let us know and we can assist In regards to the potential for fuses to be the
source issue, if you're getting the cluster "test" that means fuse 17 under-hood should be good
sending signal to the PCM , so the other one to check is fuse If it's blown, here's an obvious fix.
If it blows again after replacement, then there's another issue involved, likely a short. If both
fuses are good, check all other things on the list. I just point to a fuse as the first thing to look at
because it's extraordinarily simple to check and replace if that's what's up before we get into
other troubleshooting. In response to the suggestions, the battery reads at I had checked fuses
34, 22, 17 and none of them are blown. Relay 47 does click when I have the key in the "crank"
position. I had checked the voltage across fuse 11 and I did not get a reading at all, I tried
setting the key in the first position and the second position. I am not an expert with a multimeter
so I could have done something wrong, the picture illustrates what I had the multimeter set at
when I was testing the fuses. I also removed and inspected the fuses visually to confirm that
they were intact. I forgot the check the voltage while cranking so I will bet back to you in
regards to the voltage at the battery. I'm sorry and apologize fuse 11 was a typo , I meant fuse
Your meter looks good, I can't make out the little green figure, but assume it's DV voltage.
You'er closing in on this. Relay 47 picking eliminates fuse 17 and a lot of other components
About three more checks and we will have this narrowed down. It's the voltage that picks the
starter solenoid. If that is good batt voltage then problem is starter, or bad contact corrosion On
the battery thick wire connection at starter that is covered with black plastic conduit. If no
voltage on purple wire go to step 2 2- Pop off the little clear plastic cap on fuse 34, then with
voltmeter probe the two solder balls on the fuse and verify batt voltage on both sides. If Ok that
says voltage is reaching the fuse and fuse is sending voltage to relay Reason is even if relay 47
is clicking the actual points internal to the relay could be burnt out. If problem is still there
update update us. This is the latest. I went outside to perform the next three steps and before
doing so, I tried to fire it up. I turned the key to crank and released as I normally would when
starting it up and it cranked slightly. I never have to hold down and crank like on my other
vehicles when starting it up, just turn to start and release and the car cranks itself until it starts.
I hope im making sense. Anyways, after the initial crank, I tried again. Took out the key,
reinserted it and this time I held the key at the start position while it cranked instead of letting
go and it fired up. I am not sure what to conclude from this or if this only complicates things. Im
going to let it run for a bit to charge up. Should I go ahead and turn it off and perform the 3
steps reguardless? Look forward to the responses and thanks again! After a half hour or so I
turned it off and tried restarting it about 5 times and it fired up each try. Check 1: I then checked
the voltage at the purple solenoid wire and read Check 2:I then removed the cover for fuse 34
and checked the voltage at each solder ball, read Check 3:I then tried to locate relay 57,
however I only have the starter relay and nothing past 52 in the fuse box under the hood. I
looked at the fuse box behind the driver and did not find a similar relay there either. Where is 57
that you mentioned? It only gets better. I then went to fire it up again and of course nothing. I
tried several times and it behaved the same as yesterday, not making a single noise when
cranking. My post still stands. Most likely the ignition switch. If you catch it in the act you can
troubleshoot it conclusively. Otherwise I'd just shotgun. Starting with the switch. I've posted the
signals on the ignition switch in many other threads about this issue. Should be easy to find
with a search. A note on that multimeter photo, were you testing fuses for continuity or to see if
there was current getting through? If you were just using the multimeter as a better substitute
to a visual continuity test, you'd need to have it set to measure resistance the omega symbol ,
or continuity shows an arrow-looking symbol. Maybe it was just worded wrong but that's what I
got out of that lol. Well if he has to manually hold it to get it to start when it decides it wants to
start , I'd think ignition switch or flaky PCM, anyone else? This should kick out the shaft on the
starter from my understanding, something that I would hear. The jump wire did spark as I was
making contact, but no clicking or anything from the starter. I tried this several times and
nothing. Does this indicate that the starter is shot, or that the solenoid on the starter is shot?
IllogicTC, after i turned off the truck this morning and attempted the repeated starts, I did not
have to hold the key in the crank position like i did initially this morning. I just wanted to be
clear on my previous post in regards to that. Cant wait to get to the bottom of the issue,
opposed to my sad approach in the past of throwing new parts at it. IF that doesn't do
something, then it is likely your starter has an issue Further make sure that there is a good
ground at the starter as sometimes the body of the starter and the motor don't conduct well
because of oils and rust. The starter gets its ground from the mounting connection. My guess
based on your results from the "jumper test" right now is that your starter or the solenoid on a
lot of starters, you can just replace the solenoid is bad. I have rechecked the voltages and this

is what I got. Power Wire on starter I lastly took out the relay and bridged from 30 to 87, bottom
right and top left if facing the fuse box from the driver side fender. I however did not have the
chance to test the grounding of the starter because I did not remove the starter to check for
corrosion between the bolts and the contact points of the starter to the mount. Let me know
what you guys can take from this, I am assuming its either the starter, the solenoid or maybe
the ignition switch. I say maybe to the ignition switch bc I am assuming by "hot wiring" the
purple to black on the starter, this bypasses the ignition switch especially with key in the 2
position. Anyways, your latest voltage tests have a "funny". With the key in but not turned
anywhere, there should be no voltage reading on the purple wire. I assume your are placing the
red probe of your meter on the purple and the black on a known ground If this is the case, my
guess is that your solenoid is broken. Im sorry if you guys are getting confused or frustrated
with my poor terminology and bad attempt at explaining myself, I hope this clarifies things. I
tried hitting the solenoid with a screwdriver while bridging and still nothing. One thing that I
should mention is that once in a while when i start the car, the 4X4 service light comes on, and
usually if i shut off the car and restart it the 4X4 light will turn off. Also, the lights that illuminate
when selecting 4low 4high 2x4 or A4x4 have, not so much recently all illuminated at start up and
remained illuminated and normally i could get it to behave normal if i turn off the vehicle and
restart it, then the proper selection would only be illuminated. I don't know if this has anything
to do with my current problem, but I just wanted to mention that in case it somehow does tie in.
Is there any way to test the PNP switch on the transmission, or any signs that may indicate it is
faulty? Thank you guys! Search on " alligator clip test leads" to see what I'm talking about..
When using them just make sure none of the exposed metal on the leads touches the chassis
ground, use tape if necessary.. Worth buying as they will always come in handy when using a
meter By the way glad I moved out of the snowbelt, your starter looks like you may have a
corrosion problem on the leads.. The 3 purple wire test is key.. Frame ground. Battery ground.
Never a wire connected to battery 12V hot. You may have been built with a left-over It did in fact
only show a reading when cranking, otherwise it was at 0v. Also, my battery is at I tried to
bridge P with B using the alligator clips while hitting the starter and also hitting the solenoid but
nothing. Doing more searching and learning about starters, based on the bridging test,
something should have happened if the starter or the solenoid are in working order. Given that
there is a volt reading at the purple wire coming from the ignition on the solenoid when the key
is cranking, from my understanding, indicates that the ignition switch and the PNP switch are
also in working order, because if either or both were faulty, then there would be no voltage
reading during crank, right? If you guys and gals feel the same way and are drawing the same
conclusion form this all, should I buy a new starter or have mine rebuilt. If I do buy a new one,
does it have to be specific to my vehicle down to the trim, Trailblazer LTZ 4. The reason I ask
this is because I was searching ebay, and i can only come across starters that are trim specific,
mostly EXT's. Look forward to hearing back and thanks for getting me this far and for the new
knowledge. You should be able to use any unit for the I6. Check out Rockauto. They've got
about 7 different ones listed. Not sure about later years. A quick web search seems to show a
general cutoff at , so there may have been a design change. Good Luck! As roadie indicated,
normally voltage measurements are taken with respect to a reference point So when you took
any of measurements and placed the "black" test lead of the meter at a ground point ie. It does
confirm that the voltage remained there for the whole "key experience", which is kind of
expected since the wiring is thick and unlikely to break In a round about way, you kind of did
this for your other "technique" The problem with this "technique" is that you aren't really sure
what is grounded OK, enough Back to testing, what you need to do is a good test like your other
one with the black test lead at the -ve of the battery and the red test lead at the P wire As others
indicated, getting the key in start mode for this particular measurement would certain help a lot.
Lastly, when you did the "hot wire trick" how thick was the wire. It has to be at least as thick as
the wire you see going in as the purple. Most people just use a screw driver If that doesn't
cause the starter to make noise, you have likely found your issue Thanks for the info Chris, I will
check out rockauto. Budwich, your absolutely right, I did need a refresher and doing this the
wrong way and then going back surely did the trick! To answer ur questions, using alligator
clips, I was able to test the voltage while cranking alone. The alligator clip made it easy for me
to place the multimeter in the hood so I could see it when cranking. The probes from the meter
were hooked up as follows, red probe to P via alligator clips, and the black probe to a good
ground. There was no voltage reading at any key position 0, 1, 2 , include no key. Cranking the
key, i had a reading of The wire that i used to "hot wire" is just at thick as the purple wire
leading to the solenoid. I did use a screwdriver initially but turned to the wire to see if it would
make a difference. My guess holds. I think Budwich has it. If I didn't copy that correctly, just
search for Rockauto discount. Cheers- Chris. Thank you guys for all the help and effort! The

battery is a bit lower than usual because of the countless times i tried cranking it out of
frustration, its normally above Thanks again Chris for that, much appreciated! When I thought it
was over, the car started this morning so I drove it to a garage to change the starter, as I figured
that was the issue. When I got there I knew it wouldnt start once off. I then checked the battery
to rule that out with a load tester and that came back ok. Went to start and nothing as expected,
except that this time the starter relay didnt click. Not a problem I went out and bought a new
one, still no crank or start and also the relay did not click. Ok I then checked the terminals that
the relay plugs into. Next I checked Also I am able to do this with the key in all positions and
without the key in the ignition. I dont know if the car should be cranking when doing this w no
key in but I made a video to illustrate this. Now my windows will not roll up, no chime when the
door is open and no interior lights turn on when doors are open but the green light illuminating
the screen on the dash and the temp control screen. I went ahead and disconnected the battery
hoping it will reset the computer. I will check the fuses one by one in case something burned
out. Also, before noticing that the windows radio etc didnt work, when I crank the car or set it
into the second position, on top of the engine near the throttle body and the plastic housing
between the throttle body and computer, I csn feel some movement, i loud tick. If I put my hand
on the throttle body piece that the pigtail plugs into I can feel it, but I can also feel it on the
plastic round piece the throttle body is attached to, NOT the part that says vortec Let me know
what can be made of all this. Afterabiut a half hour I connected the battery and it fired right up.
The car has fired up several times now. I will keep you guys postedon what happens in the next
few days. Keep a wire with you at all times Not sure about your tests this time as I don't have a
diagram with pin numbers on it BUT as you have found jumping 30 to 87 causes a start. That
means that 30 has power on it at all times kind of expected if you look at the posted diagram Not
sure about the other tests, they kind of sound off. Anyways, back to the "wire method", there is
a good chance that if your "steal" your vehicle this way, then all you have to do is have the key
in "ON" and the vehicle should run fine, and away you go That is IF the ignition switch is
functioning correctly which it might not and which roadie had indicated might be your problem.
IF your replacement relay isn't working, it would appear that perhaps your switch is flakey as
you seem to cause the starter to function with little or no problem now especially if you have a
wire The switch doesn't actually "talk" directly with your starter relay but sends a "condition" to
your PCM which does the "work" on the relay. Your non-working other things appear to indicate
other power issues As you indicated, check your fuses. Budwich, i was able to just get the car
cranking with the hot wire method. When the car did fire up, the starter continued to turn over
so i took the hot wire out, which in turn turned the vehicle off. I drove around and then it
happened again. I tried disconnecting the battery for a period of time but no luck. This is the
video that i used as a guide to test the terminals. According to him, you should ONLY get the
test light to light up when key is cranked because its grounding this wire. He talks about this at
BUT I don't think you followed it in the tests that you performed and that I commented about.
Yes, I didn't guess right about what pin numbers were what and yes your starter will continue to
run with the jumper there. BUT, in your description, you said you tested pin 85, BUT if you did,
you did express it in the paragraph anywhere. The video does do the test I think. Anyways, you
are going to be pretty experienced in start testing by the end of this PIN 85 is probably your key
objective Budwich, this is what I had as a result for the starter relay terminal It did this test
because i did not feel the relay ticking when I cranked. Not sure what to say Watch the video
again, and do the check that he does for pin His checks and approach is good, follow it exactly.
I guess as of right now It should always cause something IF it doesn't, break out the meter
again and investigate the voltage at As with the posted video, follow the circuit diagram as he
explains. Budwich, I went ahead and did this one step at a time very carefully and these are my
results. For the Starter Relay Terminals. I also had the same result, power at contacts 86 and 87
with key in ON position. I had the same result, test light turned on when cranking just like the
video. Having the key to ON, you should be able to get the car to crank from terminal 30 to
terminal Let me know what you guys can conclude from this because this is the same results as
the day before. In the meantime I am going to track down the rest of the wiring diagrams and
trace each one of these friggin wires. You must log in or register to reply here. Online statistics
Members online 6 Guests online Total visitors Forum statistics Threads 21, Messages ,
Members 14, Latest member larryb. Secure Browsing. Top Bottom. Polaris ATVs are reliable and
fun to ride. Over time the starter may wear or break, requiring replacement. The starter on most
Polaris ATVs is fairly difficult to locate. However, by following a few easy steps, any home
mechanic can replace the starter on his Polaris ATV. Remove the drive and driven clutches with
the socket wrench. The driven clutch is on a spline and slides straight off. Remove the backing
of the clut
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ch housing with the socket wrench. There are three bolts at the primary shaft and three more at
the transmission shaft to remove. Locate the starter between the motor and the transmission.
Remove the two bolts holding the starter motor to the motor with the socket wrench, and gently
tap it back. It will slip out of its hole. Remove the positive cable from the starter and it is out.
Place the new starter in its place, reattach the wire and then reassemble the lower part of the
engine reverse of steps 1 to 4 using the socket wrench and screwdriver. Start the ATV and see
how it runs. Step 2 Remove the drive and driven clutches with the socket wrench. Step 3
Remove the backing of the clutch housing with the socket wrench. Step 4 Locate the starter
between the motor and the transmission. References Informative article on ATV starter
maintenance. You may need a special tool to remove the drive clutch, which is commonly
available at any Polaris dealer. Phillips Head screwdriver Socket wrench.

